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demand estimation (and reduction) remain important research challenges, which have already attracted considerable
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With the use of distributed systems and data capture technologies (e.g cloud and sensor-based systems), a more
efficient and adaptive smart grid is now becoming available, enabling the capture and processing of real time data,
with support for cybersecurity and privacy/anonymization of customer data.
Researchers have proposed distributed energy management systems to overcome challenges arising from
increasing types of generation and storage sources, the ability to incorporate both consumers/produces (often referred
to as “prosumers”) in a peer-to-peer manner, and the ability to support varying types of loads, such as electric vehicles.
To illustrate, fossil fuel based generators were used by customers to tackle peaks in demand[1][2], mechanisms to
limited susceptibility due to distributed denial of service attacks[3], a single point of failure, and the ability to support
a limited number of customers – all due to the use of a centralised systems architecture. However, energy management
systems built on this architecture also had constraints due to limited memory and computational power[4], [5]. This
constraint limited scalability (in number of customers served) and the inability to re-schedule loads and shift demand.
To address these challenges various cloud based energy management systems have been proposed, e.g. Kim et al.
[3] proposed a model that focused on reducing response time for large scale deployments. Their proposed model had
two aspects, one looking at data centric communication and the other looking at topic based interactions with
customers. Similarly, [2] proposed a model to address peak demand with dynamic pricing requirements. Their
proposed model was deployed on a cloud infrastructure so that requests from customers were executed only when
computational resources became available and scheduled based on the priority of requests. Their approach capitalized
on the adaptive nature of a cloud-based system, and featured dynamic allocation of bandwidth and the ability to
execute jobs in parallel so all customer were served. Rajeev and Ashok [6] proposed a model that used virtualization
to enable integration of existing energy storage devices. Simmhan et al. [7] provide support for demand response as
Software-as-a-Service for smart grids. Using this approach, a user is able to submit data to such an externally hosted
service to enable demand response analysis to be carried out. Their model intelligently managed load to reduce peak
demand. Tang et al. [8] proposed a cloud hosted agent model in which agents acted as an intermediary between various
components used to realise smart grid functionality to fulfil user requests. Recent work has focused on integrating fog
computing paradigm with an energy management system to reduce computational load on the cloud system, to make
more effective use of locally available computational resources and to enable fault tolerance due to intermittent data
network connectivity and availability [9].
1.1 Contribution
Using traditional approach a local energy management system was designed that was capable of forecasting
building demand based on weather attributes and was able to forecast most probable energy triad hours occurring in
Great Britain [10]. By identify the most influential weather attributes for each commercial building, researchers
developed a local energy management system that is capable of forecasting building energy demand, and forecasted
the most probable triad hour [11]. Additionally, the model can be used to reduce peak demand of a building during
triad hours by using electric vehicles and energy storage units. The cloud-based approach enables various scenarios
to be executed concurrently, leading to the generation of an ensemble of models, where each model differs based on
assumptions and initial conditions (such as number of expected electric vehicles at any particular time, their
arrival/departure times, their likely state of charge on departure, influence of weather attributes, etc.) We show how a
building manager can, at any point of time, update the properties of the system being simulated on the cloud system.
The availability of computational resources that can be acquired (and released) in an elastic manner remains an
important benefit of using a cloud-based approach, enabling the system to adapt based on variation in data size and
user requirements.
2. Local Energy Management architecture on comet cloud.
We have extended the local energy management system[11] to reduce the total demand of a commercial building.
In the proposed model specialist units are used to store energy at periods where generation exceeds demand, and to
discharge this into the building at other times (e.g. during periods of high tariff). The proposed model can be operated
in three modes:
Peak shaving mode: the aim is to flatten the aggregated demand profile of a commercial building by creating a schedule
that focuses on discharging energy from electric vehicles and energy storage units at peak hours and charging these
devices at non-peak hours. Hence the load is shifted from the peak hour and the resulting load profile is flattened.
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Cost reduction mode: the aim is to forecast most probable energy triad hours [10], [11] and (likely) demand during
these hours is significant in determining total energy cost for a commercial building.

Figure 1 Architecture of energy management system deployed using CometCloud

Demand response mode: enables a building manager to increase or decrease the total demand of a commercial
building. By doing so a building manager can participate in ancillary service market. Figure 1 illustrates the
architecture of the deployment of local energy management systems using the CometCloud[12] framework. The main
components include: (i) a webserver that hosts the graphical user interface through which the building manager can
operate the local energy management system; (ii) a database server that stores relevant information about the electric
vehicles, energy storage units and power consumption for each building, (iii) the CometCloud master/worker system
that executes the data analysis algorithm(s).
CometCloud has been designed specifically to enable integration of multiple computational resources (through a
process called “cloud federation”). Using this approach, computational resources hosted locally (e.g. a local server or
an entire private cloud system) can be combined with remotely accessed services (e.g. from Amazon AWS or
Microsoft Azure), thereby enabling dynamic integration of computing and data platforms [13], through the “Comet
coordination space” (CometSpace). As illustrated in Figure 1, link to an externally hosted system, such as Amazon
AWS is achieved through the use of worker gateways. CometCloud also exposes multiple resources from different
cloud environments (that are connected through CometCloud) and present them as single pool of resources. In Figure
1, we have considered a scenario where the LEMS algorithm is deployed three different cloud space and the entire
architecture is linked together using CometCloud. In each cloud or cluster that is part of the federated architecture
workers are defined that are capable to execute LEMS operations this is achieved by deploying LEMS algorithm in
each worker. However, the architecture is not limited to only three cloud space connected together it can be extended
by connecting multiple clouds using the CometCloud programming model. The rationale to use multiple cloud in a
federated environment over here is to handle increased computational requirement without affecting the execution
time and address issues arising from traditional energy management system.
In CometCloud a master creates a task tuple which is stored in CometSpace, specifying where information about
the task can be found, where the result are to be sent and which functions need to be executed for this task. Once the
task is created and published in CometSpace, it can be picked up by a worker which can directly execute the task or
act as a gateway to a third party system (e.g. Microsoft Azure) to enable task execution to be carried out. A task in
this instance corresponds to a data analysis algorithm used to develop a predictive model. Use of multiple workers
enables concurrent scenarios to be executed, thereby allowing what-if investigations to be carried out by a building
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manager, leading to the development of a number of different models (one per worker). In this case, each scenario
models different arrival and departure times for electric vehicles at the building premises, and therefore the likelihood
of utilizing the battery of such vehicles for energy storage. The actual number of workers to use in CometCloud is
dependent on: (i) the potential variability within each forecast model; (ii) the diversity and rate of change of data
collected, and (iii) the availability of computing resources to host worker tasks. Each worker can execute a task
(representing a unique scenario in our case) in parallel without blocking resources or stopping regular operation of the
local energy management system. Multiple workers can also be used to simulate various demand response scenarios
to see the potential effect of these on building operation, cost of use and scheduling decisions for supporting load
scheduling.
3. Simulation Scenario
Profile

Number
of
EV used

Avg.
Arrival
Time

Avg.
Departure
Time

Avg.
Battery C

Avg.
SOC
on
Connection

V2B

Nominal
Power

Charger
Efficiency

Profile 1

10

7:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Profile 2

10

8:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Profile 3

10

9:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Profile 4

10

10:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Profile 5

10

6:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Profile 6

10

11:45

19:00

27KWh

84%

15%

3kW

0.95

Table 1 EV assumptions

In order to demonstrate the scalability and computational speed of local energy management system we deployed
LEMS on cloud using the comet cloud framework and we ran 12 simulation in parallel. The aim of each simulation
was to see effect of dynamic factors such as EV arrival time, departure time, state of charge etc. on the total building
demand. Furthermore, it would also identify the most desirable scenario that will be most effective in reducing the

Figure 2 Power Demand profile of building using peak shaving operation at 15-minute time interval

total energy demand of a building. In order to identify the most desirable scenario we created six EV profiles and kept
all attributes constant except the average EV arrival time. For each profile, a fleet of 10 electric vehicles were
considered with a normal distribution of departure time and the average state of charge (SOC) on connection, battery
capacity and other details are outlined in Table 1. It was also assumed that an EV driver was willing to discharge 15%
of their vehicles battery to supply energy to the building (based on reduced cost charging incentive, for instance).
Based on these profiles we concurrently ran both operations (peak shaving and cost reduction modes) for each profile.
Each task (created by the Master node on CometCloud) contained information about the operation being considered,
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the location to find supporting data, and finally the location to store results. The master created 12 task and pushed
them in the comet space, each task is picked up by available worker which later executes the task, compute the result
and sends the result to the master. The output for each task is sent to the location specified in the task tuple. The LEMS
algorithm is deployed at each worker across the federated architecture, this enables each worker to carry out any of
the LEMS operation. The role of the master is to create the task tuple, keep track of all pending tasks and forward the
computed charging/discharging schedule. The number of simulation are decided by the building manager based on
the graphical user interface. In this manner, a building manager can create ‘n’ number of simulation and execute each
of them by using the master- worker architecture. The building manager can use local energy management system to
forecast building demand based on changing weather condition and then run these simulations to see the change in
total building demand based on changing weather and EV attributes (arrival, departure etc.) Each simulation is
executed within one time step and for our simulation a time step is defined as 15 minutes. This enables the building
manager to see the effect of dynamically changing environment (EV delay in arrival, early departure, change in
weather attributes, etc.) on demand profile of a commercial building by creating various simulation scenarios.
Furthermore, based on the number of simulation scenarios the local energy management algorithm can be scaled up
or down by adding/removing more master/workers containing local energy management algorithm in federated comet
cloud.
Figure 2 shows changes in the demand profile of a building if we change the average EV arrival time while
keeping all other parameter values constant. Based on simulations of the six profiles in Table 1, profile 5 (in which
the average EV arrival time is 6:45 am) gives a maximum peak reduction of 5.5% and flattens the peak starting from

Figure 3 Power Demand profile of building using cost reduction operation at 15-minute time interval

9:30am and ending at 1:30pm by 4.5%. Similarly, figure 3 represents the demand profile of the building when cost
reduction operation is run at 15 minute intervals. While running this algorithm the assumption was made that the triad
peak can occur between 17:30 to 19:00 and accordingly a schedule was prepared in such a way that the total building
demand was to be reduced during this period. We ran six simulation using the six profiles we had created with varying
EV arrival time and we found that by using profile 5 in which the average EV arrival time was 6:45 am one can save
a maximum of 8.1%. All the 12 simulation were executed parallelly in one time step that is under 15 minutes.
Similarly, the building manager can execute multiple scenarios for a single or multiple (group of) building(s).
4. Conclusion
We describe the operation of a local energy management system that is capable of flattening the total peak demand
of a building, reducing the total demand during most probable triad hours and enable a building manager to increase
or decrease the total energy demand by creating a charging/discharging schedule for all connected electric vehicles.
The local energy management system made use of the CometCloud framework that enables a building manager to
scale up the algorithm to simultaneously carry out parallel simulation to identify the most cost effective configuration.
The framework also enables the analysis algorithm being used to scale up easily when multiple buildings are
considered. In the proposed system, a Master node can create a task tuple based on the configuration of each building
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and tasks can subsequently be executed by any available Worker (using locally available computational resources, or
externally hosted services, such as through Amazon AWS). The building manager can create multiple scenarios using
the graphical user interface, which is subsequently used to dynamically generate tasks for each simulation. The
proposed infrastructure can scale dynamically based on the data size being generated, and the requirement of
completing model development within a particular time deadline.
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